
English IV: Vos

Daily Fuel 

Quickly read the article below, from The Observer - the most important paragraph is number 3 - you 
don't have to unpack every sentence, but get a sense of what he's saying...

In your response use specific quotes (phrases, words or sentences) from the article and the play. 
Answer the following: 
        What do you like or dislike about this bit of writing? 
 What does the author get right or wrong about the reference to Death of a Salesman? 
 Go back to your text and try to help the author by revising his reading of this quote from 
 Willy. (See page 7 of your text.)
 Conclude your response by answering this question: What is whipped cheese, and what does 

 it represent in the play? 

Crimes against food

Phil Hogan rails against the existence of cheese snacks                     Phil Hogan
'Cheese has never been so much fun!' Yes, I'm afraid it actually says that on the packet. But then it 
also says that Cheese Strings are made with real cheese, though they can hardly be real cheese 
because real cheese, strictly speaking, isn't fun. Real cheese, before we get too carried away, is the stuff 
that may reliably be teamed with a pickled onion or, if there's nothing more compelling in the fridge, 
grated onto a jacket potato. Admittedly, some of the high-status, ill-smelling foreign cheeses can be 
eaten for narcotic pleasure, usually at other people's houses, and at Christmas there's nothing the 
English pretend to enjoy more than a wedge of mass-produced blue Stilton with a horrid glass of 
port. Otherwise, a spot of supermarket Wensleydale and Branston make a wholesome, unpretentious 
lunch (two cardboard Ryvitas being an acceptable substitute for farmhouse-fresh crusty doorsteps if 
someone puts a gun to your head), while a cube of cheddar with pineapple on a cocktail stick has 
earned its place as a staple of postwar British buffet humour. And that's about it. Cheese: it's an item 
of food. It's not three-in-a-bed sex.

What the blurb-writers mean, surely, is that cheese has never been so depressing. Tesco's novelty 
chiller cabinets are rioting with cheesy invention. Spread it, shred it, squeeze it, suck it, nibble it. Who 
was it decided to add to the sum of gastronomic vulgarity in the name of consumer choice with tons 
of these easy-peel, vacuum-packed, radioactive-coloured, rubber-layered, pre-cut floppy 'cheese foods' 
in smoky bacon, barbecue, prawn and regular Imperial Leather flavours, each individually wrapped for 
freshness, lunchbox-friendly, bitesize providers of 17 per cent of recommended daily calcium? 
Children love them of course. But then who else could you persuade to eat the kind of cheese that 
doesn't look like cheese or taste like cheese, except people who don't like cheese? ...

I think it all started with those clammy, orange Kraft slices that you now see poking out of burgers 
looking like slabs of melting plastic, and those vile, gluey smegmoid cheese triangles that, amazingly, 
they used to get schoolboys to eat straight from the foil wrapper in TV commercials. Yuk. But what 
happened next? Did Common Market food manufacturers suddenly find themselves with a cheese 
mountain and a glut of reconstituted whey, skimmed milk powder, emulsifying salts, modified starch 
and preservatives? How else is it possible today to buy something called Dairylea Dunkers, a kind of 
flavoured white emulsion with Jumbo Munch Tubesticks? Does all this not remind us of Milo 
Minderbinder, the spivvy airman in Catch 22, who having unwisely bought up an entire year's crop of 
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Egyptian cotton, coated it in chocolate and fed it to the squadron? Of course that was satire. But if we 
are searching for literary auguries of food faddery gone maddery, we need look no further than Death 
of a Salesman, in which Willy Loman gives his wife grief about the death of his sandwich. 'But Willy 
dear, I got a new kind of American cheese today - it's whipped,' she says. 'How can they whip cheese!!' 
he wants to know.

Was Miller using whipped cheese as a symbol of the contradictions of American capitalism or had he 
perhaps just tried Primula, the cheese and shrimp paste that comes in a handy tube (pipe a swirl onto 
a cracker and decorate with a tomato)? It's probably best not to find out. guardian.co.uk © 
Guardian News and Media Limited 2011

Response: 
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